Abstract. S value is an important parameter in determination of absorbed dose in nuclear medicine and radiobiology. The distribution of radioactivity shows significant influence on the S value especially in microdosimetry. In present work, a semi Monte Carlo Model is developed to calculate the microdosimetric cellular S value for different micro-distributions of radioactivity, i.e. uniform, linear increase, linear decrease, 
Introduction
Nuclear medicine procedures provide valuable diagnostic information and noninvasive approaches to therapy. However, as with any medical procedure, the risks and benefits must be weighted. The radiation absorbed dose is an essential part of assessing the risk from diagnostic radiologic procedures and predicting efficacy in radiation therapy [1] . MIRD Committee proposed the MIRD scheme of dose calculation which based on a new concept of S value (referred to the mean absorbed dose per unit cumulated activity) and the assumption that radioactivity distributed uniformly in whole source organ [2, 3] . As the development of advanced imaging instrument, such as SPECT and PET, people find that some radionuclide distribute nonuniformly at suborgan and even cell or subcell level [4] . This will influence the absorbed dose especially for alpha [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] and auger electron emitters [11] [12] [13] [14] , which became more and more interested in theoretic and clinical research with the valuable characteristics of short range (analogous to a few cell dimension) and high linear energy transfer. Many researchers are increasingly interested in microdosimetry which focuses on the absorbed dose in cell and subcell dimension, and reported tables of S value with various radionuclides, source-target combinations and source-target dimensions. Most of them assumed that radioactivity distribute uniformly in subcell compartment with different concentration, or concentrate on the cell centroid. Apparently, these are simple and extreme assumption of nonuniform distribution in microdosimetry. To test the detailed influence of radioactivity micro-distribution at cell and subcell level, we calculate tables of S value for some alpha emitters with various dimension, and most important with various possible micro-distributions (such as linear increase, linear decrease, exponential increase and exponential decrease) of radioactivity. Then we compare these S values with uniform distribution, theoretically analyze the possible sources of observed differences.
Method
Event-by-event Monte Carlo simulation is popular used to calculate the cellular microdosimetric parameters [15] [16] [17] [18] . We employ a semi Monte Carlo model programmed by Visual Basic scripts to estimate these cellular S values. Concentric sphere cell model filled with the water is employed and the target is normally selected to be cell or cell nucleus. The S value is calculated as the mean absorbed dose of a large number of single event simulations.
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For a specific simulation, radiation branch is randomly selected based on the decay data obtained from Nuclear Structure and Decay Databases of National Nuclear Data Center. Eradiate angle is isotropic and randomly selected with following restriction: 1 cos cos cos
Where θ x, θ y and θ z are the angles between eradiate direction and axis, respectively. Because the inverse functions of probability density function for linear decrease, exponential increase and exponential decrease micro-distribution have no numeric solution, it's difficult to randomly select original decay location of radionuclide directly. However, we use following equation to overcome this handicap:
The integration part of equation (3) is calculated numerically as following:
So the final expression of equation (1) is:
Where S (T←S h ) is the mean absorbed dose from source region S h to target T. N=I×J is the simulation times. m T is the mass of target which equal to the product of target volume 4πR T 3 /3 and density ρ T . UB and LB are the upper and lower limit of distance between radionuclide and cell centroid. And ΔE(r) is the energy deposited in the target in a specific simulation where radionuclide located r form the cell centroid. It is the difference of incidence energy and emerging energy calculated by spline interpolation of range-energy relationship obtain from the stopping power and range tables for Helium ions (ASTAR) in the Physics Laboratory of National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST). C(r) is the probability that radionuclide located r from cell centroid. When calculating S value from cell to cell S(C←C) for different micro-distributions, the values of C(r) are: Uniform distribution: Po from cell to cell (a) and cytoplasm to nucleus (b) with increasing radii of cell, where radioactivity uniformly distributed in whole cell. Dot line is the fit line of the corresponding results in Hamacher's report [19] . Open triangle is calculated using our model. cell, where radioactivity uniformly distributed in whole cell. Dot line is the fit line of the corresponding results in Hamacher's report [19] . Open triangle is calculated using our model. Our method for calculating the moment of S value for various source-target combinations is based on the Monte Carlo principle. That is the moment of S value is the mean of a large number of single event absorbed dose. For a specific decay of radionuclide, the absorbed dose deposited into the target volume is stochastic in decay location, branch selection as well as eradiate angle. To eliminate these randomicity, the simulation time should be large enough. A pre-experiment for testing the adaptation of this model and choosing an appropriate simulation time is carried out. Figure 1a and 1b show the S plots from cell to cell (S(C←C)) and cytoplasm to nucleus (S(N←Cy)) with increasing radii of cell for 213
Po. The radionuclides distribute uniformly in corresponding source volume and the simulation time is 10 6 . The dot line presents the relevant cellular S values obtained from Hamacher's report [19] calculated by spline interpolation of the monoenergetic α-particles S value tables. It indicates that our semi-Monte Carlo method with 10 6 simulations can achieve good accuracy. So considering the computing efficiency, N=10 6 in this paper.
Our method for calculating the moment of S value for various source-target combinations is based on the Monte Carlo principle. That is the moment of S value is the mean of a large number of single event absorbed dose. For a specific decay of radionuclide, the absorbed dose deposited into the target volume is stochastic in decay location, branch selection as well as eradiate angle. To eliminate these randomicity, the simulation time should be large enough. A pre-experiment for testing the adaptation of this model and choosing an appropriate simulation time is carried out. Figure 1a and 1b show the S plots from cell to cell (S(C←C)) and cytoplasm to nucleus (S(N←Cy)) with increasing radii of cell for 213
Po. The radionuclides distribute uniformly in corresponding source volume and the simulation time is 10 6 . The dot line presents the relevant cellular S values obtained from Hamacher's report [19] calculated by spline interpolation of the monoenergetic α-particles S value tables. It indicates that our semi-Monte Carlo method with 10 6 simulations can achieve good accuracy. So considering the computing efficiency, N=10 6 in this paper. π , respectively. It shows that as the value of max / α α increase (the same as α decrease), S values for both linear increase and linear decrease are tend to equal to that for uniform distribution. It is a simple result form the trend of linear distribution to uniform distribution as α decrease. Figure 3 plots values of S(C←C) for exponential increase (a) and exponential decrease (b) with different speed α when R c =10μm. It shows that when the value of α is extremely small, S values for exponential increase and exponential decrease are tend to equal to that for linear increase distribution and linear decrease distribution, respectively. These are also because of the trend of exponential distribution to corresponding linear distribution while α tends to be zero. As the α increases, S values for exponential increase reduces rapidly and tends to that for membrane distribution. On the other hand, S values for exponential decrease augments rapidly and tends to be that for centroid distribution. This is a result of concentrating of radionuclides close to cell membrane (for exponential increase distribution) or cell centroid (for exponential decrease distribution), and finally tends to be membrane distribution and centroid distribution, respetively, as the speed increase. Po of exponential increase (a) and exponential decrease (b) with different speed α while R c =10μm. In figure 3 .a, the red line refers to the S values for linear increase distribution while C(0)=0, and the blue line represents that for membrane distribution. In figure 3 .b, the red line refers to the S values for linear decrease distribution while C(R c )=0, and the blue line represents that for centroid distribution.
The expected agreement of S values for nonuniform distribution with different speed also indicates the feasibility of our model for calculating S values of nonuniform distribution. Po, respectively. It shows that, with the increase of cell radii, the S(C←C) value of all kind of micro-distributions decreases and the speed of decrease slows down. In the same source-target combination and dimension, the S value with centroid distribution is the largest in six studied micro-distributions. And the following is exponential decease, linear decrease, uniform, linear increase and then exponential increase distribution. Figure 2b with respect to energy is a very close approximation to the average path length traveled by a charged particle as it slows down to rest. Figure 6 plots the stopping power vs. CSDA Range of alpha particle. These data are obtained from the ASTAR in NIST. The dash line and solid line indicate the initial ranges of alpha particle emitted by 213 Po and 210 Po, respectively. The shadow indicates the "efficient region" for 213 Po when calculating self dose under the consideration that the normal cell dimension is approximately ~30 micrometers. Along with the particle track, the kinetic energy continuously decreases as well as rest range of particle, but the stopping power increases with gradual acceleration and then sharp declines. The S value can also be expressed as:
S values with different micro-distributions
Where j i R P refers to average stopping power along with the intersection of particle track and target volume (namely chord) with distribution i and cell radii R j . According to equation 15, the relative S value of nonuniform distribution and uniform distribution with the same source radii R j and target radii R T can be given as: Figure 7b plots the relative value of average chord normalized by corresponding value of uniform distribution. The good agreement of figure 4b and figure 7b is because of the little variance of stopping power for 213 Po in the considered dimension (see the shadow region in the figure 6). It also indicates the feasibility of equation 15 and most important, the remarkable influence of average chord (different in radioactivity micro-distribution) on S value in microdosimetry.
According to equation 15, the average stopping power Po, respectively. The thick arrow demotes the direction of particle travel. It shows that the average stopping power increased rapidly along with the traveled distance, and culminates a little before end of range. This is result from gradual increasing and then sharp decline of stoppin track (see figure 6 ). At the same time, the average stopping power for 210 Po is larger then that for Po, out constant stopping power is not available, especially for estimating the contribution f cross fire, because the particle should travel a long distance before collision with target and the r maybe change rapidly in its efficient region. The difference of average chord as well s average stopping power resulted from nonuniform distribution would jointly detIn Po is lower and the stopping power in its efficient region increases more quickly than that of 213 Po. The remarkable differences of average stopping power (illustrated as relative average stopping power, Solid triangle and diamond) indicate that it's also a very important factor in microdosimetric estimation.
Discussion
orporating this consideration, we have derived S(C←C) values of various possible distributions of α particle emitters such as 210 Po and 213 Po using a semi Monte Carlo microdosimetry model. Figure 6b and figure 7 show the influence of average chord resulted from various micro-distribution and average stopping power along the track on the microdosimetric calculation, respectively. In most cases, the assumption ab o stopping powe a radioimmunotherapy practice, after radio-labeled antibody administration and combination with antigen on cell surface, radio-labeled antibody and labeled radionuclide would penetrate cell Relative Average Stopping Power membrane into cell internal with the effect of endocytosis [20] and diffusion. This will produce a nonuniform concentration distribution of radionuclide in cell internal. The radioactivity would diffuse with the effect of this concentration grad. Incerminate the microdosimetric S value. The determination of actual micro-distribution should be depended on the experiment and technical development such as high resolution autoradiography and SPECT. This semi Monte Carlo model can be extended to calculate cellular S value with other source-target combinations (such as from cell to nucleus, from cytoplasm to cell or nucleus and so on), other radionuclides (such as auger emitters and beta emitters) and other micro-distributions.
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